
Corporate Overview

Unit4’s next-generation enterprise software helps you  
deliver an exceptional People Experience for everyone  
your organization serves — from professionals and  
students to the public servants and not-for-profits doing  
good in the world.

People Experience is a discipline applied to software development 
that prioritizes human impact — making work more productive, 
efficient and inspiring.

Our cloud-based enterprise software is easier to use and manage, 
since real people, not just tech experts, use it. You can manage 
projects and processes that deliver value across the service indus-
tries, quickly and flexibly, according to your specific needs.

And Unit4 has been supporting global clients for more than 30 
years, so people can operate locally, nationally or internationally.

What This Means for You 
You can transform work to be more meaningful through software 
that’s self-driving and adaptive, intelligently automating adminis-
trative tasks. This elevates engagement and helps you attract  
and retain the best people.

But People Experience is not only about personal motivation —  
it’s also about managers and staff working better together to  
improve organizational results. In all, freeing people to focus  
on what matters improves how work feels, and means you can  
better serve your people and customers.

Transforming  
the Work 
Experience 

For more information, go to: 
unit4.com

“ Companies are increasingly 
valuing the power of  
collaboration amongst their 
employees, transitioning  
from being knowledge-based  
to people-centric firms.”

 Harvard Business Review

Unit4 People Experience Suite:
•  Unit4 Enterprise Resource  

Planning (ERP)

•  Unit4 Human Capital  
Management (HCM)

•  Unit4 Financial Planning &  
Analysis (FP&A)

• Unit4 Student Management



Technology to Set You Free 
Unit4 is a leader in cloud-based  
enterprise software — automating  
and transforming work with the most  
advanced technologies, including  
machine learning, AI, analytics and  
natural-language digital assistants. 

You can use these technologies to  
simplify and automate repetitive or 
non-value-added tasks, allowing  
people to focus on the rewarding,  
important work that they want to do  
and that makes a real difference in 
people’s lives.

Value Across the Organization 
People Experience is not a function  
of great HCM or great business  
management alone.

By bringing together financial,  
business and planning analytics 
software with HCM, Unit4 unites the 
enterprise and better integrates the 
needs of the business with the needs 
and interests of its people.

Work becomes more rewarding when 
the business is properly staffed and 
supported, with accurate data driving 
recognition and advancement.

A Platform for You 
Our modern SaaS platform, the  
People Platform, is designed to  
allow maximum flexibility so people 
can work the way that’s best for  
them. You can change, grow and 
configure services by connecting  
and creating extensions, integrations 
and applications with our solutions.  
We give people the flexibility and 
freedom to have what they need,  
how they need it.
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“Employees are feeling overloaded by their digital tools.  
They want to spend more time with their families and friends, and they 

want to focus on health, career and meaning at work.”

Josh Bersin 
Global Industry Analyst and Founder of Josh Bersin Academy 
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